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The best Wi-Fi tool: signal strength, RSSI, network scanning, ping. Network monitor. WiFi Analyzer Pro The most intuitive app for analyzing the WiFi network on Android Market! WiFi Analyzer Pro: No advertising! Customized Devices - Scan more networks, send logs to the Internet provider - Get new features and bug
fixes faster Description: Introducing a new way to analyze and optimize Wi-Fi, turn an Android device into a Wi-Fi Analyzer! The WiFi Analyzer recommends the best channel and location for your network. WiFi Analyzer gives you the most useful optimization information to help reduce interference and increase
connection speed and stability Starting with Android 6.0, location access is essential for all new WiFi scanning apps. This app does not track or collect your location. Features: - WiFi optimizer for jamming problems - channel analyzer for nearby APs - Real-time data and distance calculations. - History of signal strength. -
Supports 2.4 GHz / 5 GHz - See Hidden WiFis - Copy MAC Address - Export Graphics - View information about your connection - Connect to open WiFi networks in the app - Channel Optimizer is much more! Description: The most intuitive wifi analysis app on the Android market! Optimize Wi-Fi with the most intuitive
Wi-Fi analysis tool on Google Play! Increase network performance by analyzing and tracking the Wi-Fi network! This Wi-Fi tool app monitors and analyzes your network and alerts you if there are problems. For beginners: easy to understand, you don't need to be an IT expert. You may discover problems without knowing
how RSSI works, the speed of links or what they mean. Features: Find someone who uses your Wi-Fi! Detect all connected network devices, scan wireless support network 2.4 and 5 GHz, check Wi-Fi security issues - Signal Force and Delay Analysis (ping) - Detect full channels, Check the work of DNS - Details of your
network and your hotspot, including the access provider, Open Router Settings Recommendation for a Better Channel - Checking wireless networks easily in various graphic and export results - WiFi analytics FOLLOW US WiFi Analyzer Pro 5.01 Apk Full Paid Last is Android AppDown's Tools appDownr Pro Apk Full
Paid for Android ( Please try the free version before you buy it! IMPORTANT for Android 6 (Marshmallow): Please turn on the location service (Settings) or the app won't work properly. It's not required for the app, it's a problem in Android 6.0 (without it the app won't see the network). Description Of the Most WiFi analyzer
app on Android Market! This app monitors and analyzes your network and alerts you if there is a problem. For Beginners: Easy to understand, you don't need to be AN IT You may detect problems without knowing how RSSI, the speed links work or what they mean. For experts: It checks the latency of the WiFi network,
DNS solutions continuously, not just displays static information! Features: real-time delay, connection speed, and signal strength information on the dashboard: DNS analysis: DNS resolution, overlapping networks, latency, signal power, and so on. Wireless Networks on Schedule - Details of your network and hotspot as
an AP provider or the exact frequency and information of DHCP. WiFi Analyzer Pro Apk FullWiFi Analyzer Pro Apk FullWhats New: Heat Map Fix Google Play App Info Download APK (5.01 (2.16 MB) IMPORTANT: Due to changes in Android OS is Android PIE 9 support is limited. This app is tested and provided primary
for Android 8.1 and below. If you have a higher version or upgrade to a higher version of it to you. )This method has been deprecated in API level 28 -----------------------. Analyzer will provide useful information about wireless signals around you. app supports 2.4Ghz and 5Ghz.- NO ADS-screenshot/CSV Export Found
Networks-Helps find optimal placement for Wi-Fi receivers-provides you with information individually on Wi-Fi channels-shows signal strength in the history of the chart-recommends best channel for the new AP-Information Width Channel (20/40/80 MHz - Android 806) Note: Android 6 (Marshmallow) requires LOCATION
permission and location enabled - reasons explained on the official website android.com: Access Wi-Fi state allows access to information about Wi-Fi networks. Changing the state of Wi-Fi allows you to change the state of your Wi-Fi connection. The state of the access network allows you to access information about
networks. ALL VERSION This app tracks and analyzes your network and alerts you if there is a problem. IMPORTANT for Android 6 (Marshmallow): Please turn on the location service (Settings) or the app won't work properly. It's not required for the app, it's a problem in Android 6.0 (without it the app won't see the
network). Description The most intuitive WiFi analyzer app on Android Market! For beginners: easy to understand, you don't need to be an IT expert. You may detect problems without knowing how RSSI, the speed links work or what they mean. For experts: checks wifi network delays, DNS solutions continuously, not just
displays static information! Features: - Real-time delay, connection speed and signal strength information on the dashboard - Analysis DNS resolution, overlapping networks, latency, signal power, and so on. Wireless Networks on Schedule - Details of your network and hotspot as an AP provider or the exact frequency
and information of DHCP. WHAT'S NEW Added New Images for Devices Error Fixes This app has no advertising Screenshots Download Wifi Analyzer Pro v3.1.6 Paid APK / Mirror Old version wifi Analyzer Pro v3.1.5 Paid APK / Mirror Wifi Analyzer Pro v3.1.4 Paid APK / Mirror Related wifi analyzer pro apk free
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